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Momo loves to hideâ€”and youâ€™ll love looking for him! In this follow-up to theÂ New York

TimesÂ best sellerÂ Find Momo, the canine Instagram superstar (and his best buddy, Andrew

Knapp) travel across the United States and Canada, visiting iconic landmarks and unique

off-the-map marvels. Look for Momo hiding in Grand Central Station, in front of the White House,

and in the French Quarter of New Orleans . . . as well as at diners, bookstores, museums, and other

locales that only a seasoned road-tripper like Andrew could find. Itâ€™s part game, part

photography book, and a whole lot of fun.
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You might remember me reviewing Find Momo last year - I adored it! Well, Momo is on the move

again with his BFF Andrew Knapp. This time it's Find Momo Coast to Coast!Who is Momo you ask?

Well Momo is Andrew's border collie. And he just happens to like to hide. And he sits really still

while Andrew takes a picture of him. Lots of pictures. Andrew started sharing them with his

Instagram friends.....who shared them with their friends.... who shared it with.... and they now have

over 250,000 followers!Andrew and Momo are on the road again as...."adventure occurs when we

embrace change. This book is a game of hide-and-seek, a record of our exploration and a review of

the journey...which was, of course, the destination."Coast to Coast takes the duo on a 15,000 mile

journey through Canada and the US. And at 100 of their stops, Knapp takes a photo of Momo -



hiding. The trick is, of course, to find Momo - although it's not as easy as you would think in some

photos! There is an answer key in the back if you get stumped.Knapp is a talented photographer.

His shots range from landmarks to off the beaten path areas and attractions. It was those off the

main track photos that I enjoyed the most. My only suggestion would have been to have the photos

captioned with locations, although these can be found in the answer key as well.And, as I did with

Knapp's first book - I adored this one as well. There's great photography, the fun of playing hide and

see with a border collie - but also the idea of packing up in yellow VW van and heading out to

whatever adventure awaits - with a faithful dog.Find Momo Coast to Coast is just one of those quirky

books you can't help but flip through and enjoy. If you liked finding Waldo, you'll love finding Momo.

Remember those Scholastic find the difference pictures? I loved them! Well this book is kind of like

that but itÃ¢Â€Â™s only one photo and you have to find a dog. Momo is a border collie who loves

hiding while his person takes photos of him. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s fun to look for Momo, but itÃ¢Â€Â™s also

neat to see all the photos of the places they travel.IÃ¢Â€Â™ve been a Momo fan for a few years. I

love trying to find him in the photos Knapp takes. Sometimes itÃ¢Â€Â™s easy to spot him, others

itÃ¢Â€Â™s not. And sometimes I just give up after looking and looking, but I mark the pages I

didnÃ¢Â€Â™t find him in and keep the book handy so I can go back and hunt for him again. And

sometimes again.This is a book everyone can enjoy, and itÃ¢Â€Â™s fun to do it together with

another person or a few people to see who can spot Momo first!This is the second Momo book, the

first was Find Momo: A Photography Book. I havenÃ¢Â€Â™t checked it out yet but plan on buying a

copy soon.

What a great book! My 2 year old and I look for Momo every morning. She knew where he was in all

of the pages of the first book, so we were so excited for the second edition! We hope there are

many more to come!

Momo like the dumpling attracted em to this book. I didnt believe it when the book said 'Find Momo'

that Momo would be in every page. But when the end of the book had circles on each page, I knew I

had to get serious and look. I like the book for the fact that I can enjoy it with my kids.. looking for

Momo.

This a fun book. I recommend it, with one important caveat. Buy a print copy - NOT a Kindle

version. I love kindle, and I prefer to read all of my books in this format. I don't have the room to



store print books. But unfortunately, this mostly picture book does not work as a digital book. It will

not open on my computer app, and it opens only in landscape on my phone. This way the pictures

are way too small. I ended up keeping the e-book because I wanted to support the author. But I got

the hard cover print book at the library.

Our daughter got the first Find Momo book for her 2nd birthday, and it provided her with hours of

book reading time (and me with hours of calm!). I couldn't wait to get Find Momo Coast to Coast,

and preordered it months ago! We love it! My now almost 3 year old loves, loves, loves Momo,

reads one of the two books every single day, shows guests her Momo book, and goes crazy

anytime we see a "Momo" dog in public. I only wish the book tour came somewhere near our house

because I'd love to see my daughter's face if she got to meet the real Momo!

Find Momo: Coast to Coast is an adorable book in which the border collie Momo and his buddy

Andrew Knapp travel from coast to coast across the United States and Canada. There is a good mix

of photos where it is easy to find Momo and ones that challenge the reader's imagination. I can

envision this being a fun book to huddle over with the family in a race to find Momo.Many of the

photos are breathtaking and worth examining in their own right. I love how there is a mix of tourist

attractions and everyday life of the people who in live the areas that Momo and Knapp visit. In the

midst of it all, Knap captures photos that show Momo making himself right at home. The two's

adventures remind us of the excitement to be found in travelÃ¢Â€Â”both in the major attractions and

in the quietude of the everyday. Traveling isn't always about visiting the places well traveled. We

also need to remind ourselves to look for adventure in the culture of the places that we visit, and we

can't do that by following the tourist guidebook. Branch out; explore different sceneries.That said, I

do wish that we were given more specific details in the captions about the locations in the photos. If

you're curious about where exactly each photo was taken, you have to flip back to the answer key.

Otherwise, I have nothing to complain about!Find Momo: Coast to Coast is a fun, unique travel

book. I love the idea of sharing a road trip through the antics of a dog, and I had a lot of fun

searching for Momo (though at times I did get pretty frustrated. Momo isn't always easy to find!). I

would definitely recommend this book to readers, especially those who love furry four-legged

creatures like Momo.
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